“THE GREAT RESET”
(“LA GRANDE RÉINITIALISATION”)
June 2022 – In the previous article “The Lady Warned the
Peoples” (Le Royaume, no. 275, p. 24), a certain number of dangers were mentioned, dangers which threaten this or that people or region in the world and sometimes the entire world. In
fact, there is an obvious convergence between the warnings of
the Virgin Mary during her apparitions, those of the Lady of All
Peoples in her messages at Amsterdam and of Marie-Paule in
her writings, the analyses and the presentations of Raoul Auclair and even the conclusions of many futurologists or simple
observers of the realities in our present world.
Therefore, there will be no escaping this, without our being
able, besides, to know exactly what we will not be able to escape. More than that – and to take up an expression which has
suddenly become common and present today on so many lips
or in the writings of so many – a “great reset” would seem to
be necessary today. Yes, but, except for a little bit of time yet,
not at all in the sense in which this is understood in today’s
economic and political world!
The expression, The
Great Reset, comes
from the title of the last
book by Klaus Schwab,
Founder and President
of the Worldwide Economic Forum which
is held every year at
Davos in Switzerland
and which brings together a large number
of heads of state or
governments,
expert
economists, financiers, directors of business firms and media
representatives from almost all countries.
The title of this book was translated into French by “La
Grande Réinitialisation”, which is perfectly correct, but it could
also have been conveyed, with less “computer reference” and
precision of course, by “The Great Renewal” or “The Great Update” or even “The Great Bringing Back to Zero”.
There you have it for the origin and the meaning of the expression, but what the author is referring to when speaking
of “a reset” is not the complete revision or global calling into
question of the “economic System” which we could expect and
which is often presented to us, but the simple and real “sinking”
of the world, to an even greater degree, into the immense deviation it is following and the dangerous impasse into which it
obstinately continues to rush headlong.
The tyranny of the economy, of the “all-economic” – and
consequently, in fine, of money – is such today that we are no
longer able to imagine anything else and so we quite naturally
conceive systems in which the power of money imposes itself
in an inevitable manner and ends up by dismissing everything
that cannot be counted or calculated, so that the “quantitative”
has completely devoured the “qualitative”. (In this regard, one
can benefit from reading the book by René Guénon entitled,
The Reign of Quantity and the Signs of the Times, written in....

1945.) The first victim then is the spiritual life, but also love
and friendship, mutual aid and solidarity, sacrifice and devotedness, to mention only these from among all the beautiful
movements which can be found in the human soul.
Then, yes, humanity is faced with the greatest “reset” in History – yes, except, only at first, for this will not be in the way
the great and powerful ones in the world envisage it or would
want it to be. What is coming, in reality – but it will not happen
without pain and suffering –, is the ruin and the depletion of the
“all-monetary” and the resurgence of the “all-divine”. Tomorrow, it will no longer be the financiers and the other money manipulators who will guide the world and societies, but the humble and the lowly who, for a long time, have turned to Heaven
and imbued themselves with the Wisdom of God.
In this regard, Marie-Paule has always been very clear. First
of all in Life of Love (only a few examples):
• “God, through Mary, forms souls and makes ready the renewal.” (Life of Love III, p. 333)
• “The Lord is preparing souls for the hour of renewal.” (Id., p. 384)
• “May we be increasingly open to the ‘signs of the times’ and
ready to participate, fittingly, in the combat which is being
waged by [Mary], with a view to the authentic renewal.” (Life
of Love, Appendix I, p. 277)

Marie-Paule also wrote these few sentences in Le Royaume, among so many others:
• “While our contemporary history is being written in letters of
blood, God, the Author of all good,... is preparing the renewal of Light, Justice and Peace...” (Id., no. 80, May-June 1991,
p. 4)

• “Our age, a torch? While passions are being unleashed,
a spiritual revival is being prepared...” (Id., no. 93, May-June
1993, p. 3)

And finally, in The White Book, we can read this striking
statement:
• “God sent the Lady of All Peoples to explain the painful time
in which we are living and to help us get through the ‘Passage’ from this world to a period of renewal, for the happiness and survival of humanity.” (The White Book IV, p. 143)
Nothing less than the survival of humanity! This means that
if we were not to get through “the passage from this world to
a period of renewal” – the “authentic renewal” as Marie-Paule
clearly indicated and not its present sham –, that would then be
the end of humanity which is blithely running to its ruin, believing it is incessantly progressing and uplifting itself more than
ever!
However, that will not happen, for “soon the ERA of true RENEWAL will radiate along new paths on the Earth of men” (Le
Royaume, no. 145, Sept.-Oct. 2000, p. 5), and the great hope that
was breathed into us by the Lady and which today is fully ours,
will have contributed to causing the wall of darkness to recede
and an Earth to rise up as clear and full of light as it is dull and
black at the present time.
Oh, if the whole world could see the beauty of this Kingdom
which we are already carrying in our hearts!
Marc Bosquart

